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Twenty years ago this month,
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to me in my own life. Of
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syrup and that only
happens on warm
March days (freezing
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had just gotten home
from the last session

course, it has been absolutely

where we put the fin-

thrilling to see WRAP spread

ishing touches on

all over the world and to get

WRAP. I was so in-

so much confirmation from

trigued by the whole

people everywhere, people in

concept that I decided

all kinds of circumstances,

to spend the afternoon devel-

years in a different way. In-

and people with all kinds of

oping my own personal

stead of being permanent

issues, about how it has
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fixtures in my life that define
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Step by step, I went through

me as a person, I began to see
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them as limited and that,
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nity to move forward in their

with the Wellness Toolbox. I
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lives—something they never
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made a long list, which is

had identified, there was

thought possible. This feed-

actually short compared to

bound to be one or several

the hundreds of items I have

that would get me past what-

now (I gather them at WRAP

ever happened to be going on

groups and add them to my

at the time.
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has kept me going.

list if I think they will work
for me), except for the Crisis
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work—developing my Daily
Maintenance Plan, so practi-

I remember clearly a cloudy

Plan, which I left for another

afternoon back in March

time. As I did this, I noticed I

1997. It must have been

Triggers and what to do

was thinking about myself

when they come up; really

warm for March because my

and the various mental health

working hard on the Early

spouse, Ed, had gone to help

issues I’ve dealt with over the

my son Jerry make maple

cal for me; thinking about my
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Warning Signs that I had

it. My friends noticed it.

self out, and I have done it.

tried so hard to ignore in the

One of the things that was

Not with ease—it’s hard—

past and thinking about what

most powerful for me was the

but I have done it.

might relieve those; and then

When Things Are Breaking

Not so many years ago, I was

really puzzling over the

Down section. It was first

diagnosed as mentally ill, as

When Things are Breaking

called “When Things are

being bipolar along with sev-

Down section. It was a full

Going to Hell in a Handbas-

eral other nefarious diagno-

afternoon’s work. Now, I

ket,” which is what worked

ses. I was told that I was born

recommend doing that work

for me. I had assumed that,

that way, that it was inher-

over a longer amount of time,

in my life, I would always

ited. I was told that it would

but it worked for me that

have times when things are

get worse over time, that I

day. Little did I know what a

going to hell in a handbasket,

would never be able to take

momentous day that was for

and that I could assume that

care of myself, own a home,

me.
Right away, that evening, I

the next thing that would

complete my education….

happen is that I would end up

The list went on and on.

in a crisis and some well-

Now, I’m 76 and retired. I

meaning family member or

own a home. I’ve owned sev-

was doing. If I was feeling

friend would take me off to a

eral since those predictions

uncomfortably irritated, I

mental health facility where I

were made. I have a doctor-

asked myself what I could do

would spend several weeks or

ate degree. I’ve had a suc-

a month getting my act to-

cessful career. I’ve been mar-

started feeling that deep dark

gether while my family be-

ried for more than 20 years,

place in my chest, I had op-

moaned their fate at having a

and I have a wonderful fam-

tions. I could let myself get

mother who is “mentally ill.”

ily and many, many close

entrenched, or I could use my

Now, I hardly ever get to that

friends. In that time, I must

Action Plans that were full of

“Going to Hell in a Handbas-

admit, I’ve been in many

great Wellness Tools. In all

ket” place because I am so, so

mental hospitals and on

these years, I have never

careful to use the other parts

many mental health units,

veered from that new way of

of my WRAP and to have

but never as a patient—

WRAP-based thinking. It

everything easily available so

always to teach people about

was so powerful and effective

I can do what I need to for

wellness, recovery, and

for me. I had made small

myself. But if things within

WRAP..

steps in my recovery before,

myself, my life, or the world

but this was exponentially

bring me even close to that

huge. My spouse noticed it.

place these days, I know just

My family members noticed

what I need to do to pull my-
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